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On this homepage, you can find the complete menu of The Corner Restaurant And Champagne Bar from
City of London,Westminster. Currently, there are 15 courses and drinks up for grabs. For seasonal or weekly

deals, please contact the restaurant owner directly. You can also contact them through their website. What User
likes about The Corner Restaurant And Champagne Bar:

I really loved this place! it is within selfridges so it is a great place to visit if they are looking to eat tee or drink
during shopping or even a afternoon! eating was really great, so well presented and with great taste they can say
that the cook is a real profi and is proud of his work! I had the lunch set menu with a coffee and loved every piece

of it, although I was pretty full of it! the service and the ambie... read more. In beautiful weather you can even
have something in the outdoor area, and there is complimentary WLAN. The rooms on site are accessible, and
therefore no problem for clientele with wheelchairs or physical disabilities. What upagear doesn't like about The

Corner Restaurant And Champagne Bar:
Wow the mighty Selfridges has become a nightmare shop full of 21st century rubbish costing the earth and

nothing else. The toilet situation is abysmal in this shop as for this restaurant it looked promising but the service
was ZERO . Sat down and waited 15 minutes no waiters no waitress no menu and ignored. As we left we

commented and the girl said ' we are short of staff two people went sick and we can 't manage '.... read more.
For the small hunger in between, The Corner Restaurant And Champagne Bar from City of London,Westminster
offers fine sandwiches, healthy salads, and other small dishes, as well as hot and cold drinks, and you can look
forward to the tasty classic seafood cuisine. Watching various sports events and competitions is equally one of

the highlights of visiting this sports bar, The guests of the restaurant also consider the comprehensive variety of
various coffee and tea specialities that the restaurant offers.
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Appet�er�
CRAB CAKE

Past�
RAVIOLI

Littl� thing�
ARANCINI

Ho� drink�
TEA

Coffe�
CAFÉ

Drink�
DRINKS

Ingredient� Use�
SALMON

OLIVES

SCALLOPS

�es� t�e� of dishe� ar�
bein� serve�

FISH

PANINI

SALAD

LOBSTER

MUSSELS

PASTA
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